1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job (and/or my personal life).
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Overall, this was a good session.

Open-ended feedback:

As a PhD candidate who hopes to teach at the end of this (knowing online teaching will be a huge part of that endeavor), I found this to be very helpful.
Dynamic & interesting speaker!
Enthusiasm with pragmatism.
Excellent idea to use an example of a course to discuss at beginning & end—a case study. Good balance of information & humor.
Excellent introduction for a novice like me.
Excellent speaker. Thanks!
Good communication. Funny. It stretched me.
Good information & structure that I can use in face-to-face teaching as well.
Good presenter for teaching online.
Great over all session, very applicable for those involved in teaching (I feel).
Great session for someone who is new to online learning.
Helpful info, able to implement right away.
I arrived late so I missed much content. However, I will comment on what I did hear.
I don’t currently teach online, so I can’t apply this info immediately.
I’m excited to begin my online course in a few weeks. Thanks.
Kept the focus to a few key principles. Will we get the PowerPoint?
Loved it!
More for those who have/are teaching online (I’ve not) but I still learned something.
Outstanding “frame” of best practices of online teaching. I use Schoology & will definitely use some of these tips!
Practical suggestions for quality online courses.
Solid conceptual overview! Helpful ideas!
Thank you.
Thanks—very helpful as I begin the process of developing a syllabus for an on-line class. Thanks!
The first part of the presentation was not structured enough for me—I found it hard to follow and work out where the details went.
Also, the humour used: I found it off-putting, but as you can tell from my spelling, I’m not American, so this is a cultural issue.
The presenter was good; using Prezi over PowerPoint might help make it that much more powerful/dynamic. Also, there are dozens of memes which illustrate many of your points well.
The session was memorable. Some good application. I look forward to teaching my first online course.
Very helpful & relevant!
Very helpful for face to face courses as well. I learned a great deal.
Very helpful in two ways: 1) reinforced previous knowledge and 2) new concepts which built upon previous knowledge.
Very useful strategies for online teaching—thank you!